
34 points

33 points

32 points

Disqualification

Determine the point of entry into the bunker and drop the ball within one club length, no nearer the hole

Find the nearest point of relief from where the ball has finished and drop the ball within one club length of the nearest point of 
relief and no nearer the hole

Drop the ball, keeping the point where the ball lay directly between the hole and the spot on which the ball is dropped, with no 
limit to how far behind the bunker the ball may be dropped

He has taken four strokes plus three penalty strokes (one for
the unplayable lie and two for substituting a ball when he was not entitled
to do so)

He has taken four strokes plus two penalty strokes (one for the
unplayable lie and one for cleaning the ball when he was not entitled to do so)

He has taken four strokes plus one penalty stroke for the
unplayable lie

He has proceeded correctly and no penalty applies

Margaret is penalised one stroke for moving the ball because it belongs to her partner 

Jill is penalised one stroke because her partner moved her ball

Margaret and Jill are both penalised one stroke because they are partners

Jean is not allowed to utilize a drop zone that is closer to the hole. She must correct the error by picking up the ball and taking 
relief under Rule 25 – Abnormal Ground Conditions

She must re-drop her ball within the drop zone and if it rolls forward again she must place the ball where it first struck a part of 
the course when re-dropped

Jean must play the ball as it lies

Gloria is quite within her rights to continue playing her ball

Gloria is practising and incurs a two stoke penalty applicable to the next hole

Gloria may delay play and must pick up immediately but there is no penalty

Jim and Bob are both penalized one stroke for touching the ball in play

Jim is penalized one stroke for touching a ball in play

Jim is penalized two strokes for touching a ball in play

There is no penalty for either player for touching a ball in order to identify it
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Q.1)  John arrives 4 minutes late for his Tee time in a Single Stableford competition. The other players in 
his group have almost reached their tee shots so John hails them, tees off quickly then hurries to 
catch them. He has a round total of 34 points. What is his score?
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.2)  After heavy rain the Committee declares the greenside bunker, which is filled with water on the first 
hole, out of play (GUR through the green). Brian plays his ball into this bunker. He can identify his 
ball in the water and now wishes to take relief, how must he proceed?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.3)  A player declares his first Tee shot ball unplayable in a stroke round. He marks the spot where his 
ball lies, cleans it and puts it in his pocket whilst he gets his club out of his bag. By mistake he 
takes the wrong ball out of his pocket and drops it within two club lengths, no nearer the hole, of 
where his unplayable ball lay. He plays his ball onto the green and two putts to complete the hole. 
What is his score for the hole?

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.4)  Jill and Margaret are partners in a Four-Ball Match. As Margaret is walking forward she accidentally 
kicks Jill’s ball and moves it forward one metre. Which of the following is true?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.5)  In a stroke game Jean chose to utilize an optional dropping zone that the Committee had set up for 
relief from GUR. This dropping zone was closer to the green than where Jean’s ball lay. She 
dropped her ball and it rolled forward a couple of feet and just out of the dropping zone, finishing 
even closer to the hole. Which of the following options must Jean choose?

A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.6)  Gloria is playing in a Stableford game and uses up all her strokes struggling to play down the 5th 
fairway. When she is out of stokes she retrieves her ball from the bushes and drops it back on the 
fairway and plays down to the hole with the rest of the group. Which of the following is correct?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.7)  Jim and Bob were fellow competitors in a stroke game. Jim’s ball went off the fairway and it was 
Bob who found it. He rotated it carefully on the spot and asked Jim if he was playing a Srixon 4. 
Jim replied that he was not sure and went to the ball and also carefully rotated it on the spot to 
check for his identification mark. Jim identified it as his ball and the ball was then returned to 
exactly the same position. Which of the following is correct?
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.8)  Barry and Phil are playing a match.  After 9 holes they are “all square”.  At the 10th hole, each 
player’s ball is on the green and each has a putt for a 3.  Barry’s ball is 20 metres from the hole and 
Phil’s ball is half a metre from the hole.  As Barry is away, he putts first.  Phil’s ball remains on the 
green and has not been marked or lifted.  Realising that Barry’s ball in motion after a stroke might 
be deflected or stopped by his own ball, Phil quickly steps up and taps his ball into the hole while 



Phil is penalised a stroke and Barry has a putt left for the half

Barry may cancel his stroke and replay it. Phil’s score of 3 stands

Phil loses the hole

While Phil has played out of turn, he is not penalised as his actions had no impact on Barry’s ball. Phil wins the hole with a 3

Under the rules, it is permissible to take a free drop outside a bunker when it is full of water and it is impossible to drop no nearer 

the hole within the bunker

match play it is permissible to make this agreement since there is no effect on the rest of the field

Both players are disqualified 

Mary has completed the hole and is therefore disqualified

Mary must return to the tee and replay the hole with a two stroke penalty

Mary must add a two stroke penalty to her score and proceed on to the next tee

Barry’s ball is still rolling towards it.  Barry’s ball finishes a few centimetres short of where Phil’s 
ball had been.  What is the ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.9)  Chrissie and Judy are playing each other in a match.  The weather has been extremely wet and 
some of the bunkers are so full of water that taking relief within the bunker and not nearer the hole 
is impossible.  The players agree that if either of their balls enters such a bunker, they will grant 
the opponent a free drop from the bunker.  They then set off to play their match. What is the ruling?

A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.10)  Playing in a stroke round Tessa was the last of her group to hit off the 3rd hole and she hurried to 
her ball to keep up with the group, leaving her tee behind in the ground. When she had completed 
the hole, the group behind had caught up and told her that she had left her tee in the ground. They 
pointed out that it was not within the teeing box and therefore she had hit off from outside the 
Teeing Ground. What is the ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 


